
VENTURE CAFÉ 

In Your City



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
What
The Venture Café Thursday Gathering is the connective tissue of the 
innovation community. 

How
Every Thursday we convene a diverse group of 100s of stakeholders for 
networking, thought provoking programming and engaging activations to 
build community and connections in your city. Venture Café is a platform 
and a world class tool that engages and amplifies your innovation 
ecosystem.

Who
Innovators, entrepreneurs, universities, government, corporates, researchers, 
startups, investors, students, service providers, experts, international 
connecters, creatives, technologists, educators and the curious.

When
Weekly on Thursdays from 3-8pm

Unique Value Proposition
We are an out of the box solution that has been named by the Brookings 
Institute as a best practice for activating innovation districts. We are a global 
network and a community of communities with deep roots in the cities we 
serve.
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ABOUT VENTURE CAFÉ
You belong at Venture Café. Yes, you. Meaningful ideas and big changes are 
sparked when serendipitous connection collides with intention. Every week at our 
flagship program, the Thursday Gathering, we connect creators, entrepreneurs, 
investors, coworkers, students and visionaries to build strong, inclusive and equitable 
innovation ecosystem.

Venture Café was founded in Boston’s Cambridge Innovation Center in 2009 and 
helped fuel the growth of one of the world’s most powerful innovation ecosystems. 
Since then, we have drawn together over 550,000 innovators, creatives, developers 
and civic-minded leaders for over 13 years in 11 cities around the world, building a 
global community of communities. 

Each Café offers high-touch programming, storytelling, and broad innovation 
engagement through our flagship programs and a localized approach. At its core, 
Venture Café provides the connective tissue to uncover and link the various parts of 
an innovation ecosystem by amplifying the work of partners and convening the 
community weekly around innovation programming. We are industry and discipline 
agnostic. 

Through our collaborations in cities from Tokyo to Warsaw to Boston, we connect 
innovation communities with change-makers and resources to help accelerate 
innovation both locally and globally. Together, let’s ignite creativity and catalyze 
action to solve humankind’s challenges.



EQUITY IN INNOVATION
At Venture Café, we believe that one day, across the world,  we will all 
participate equally in the process of innovation  - making our world a 
better place . To achieve this purpose we are building a global community 
of innovators  that provides  open access to capital in a multitude of ways; 
human, social, economic, intellectual and political, to solve our 
community’s most pressing challenges.

Furthermore, we recognize that an invitation to participate in innovation 
isn’t the same as creating pathways for true access. Historically, 
marginalized communities have not been engaged in the innovation 
process. To address this, Venture Café leads programs aimed at 
improving overall equity. OnRamp in Philadelphia and EdHub in St. Louis, 
are two of our current equity-driven innovation efforts, geared towards 
building pathways for economic mobility.

In each unique Venture Café city, we partner with companies and 
organizations that are evolving business, education, technology, social 
justice, science and the arts within the local district and beyond. 



THURSDAY GATHERING
No matter the industry, aspirations or background, there’s a place and a 
purpose for anyone at Venture Café. 

Our signature weekly Thursday Gathering attracts new and existing 
members of the innovation community and serves as an open gateway 
into innovation ecosystems. The event is free and open to the public, 
combining fun opportunities to network and a variety of high-impact 
educational sessions. As the lynchpin of Venture Café, the Thursday 
Gathering contributes deeply to all other aspects of the organization’s 
work to develop the innovation community within our network cities.

We know you’re not new to this innovation thing and your ecosystem has 
a lot of great players on the field. Our role in the innovation community is 
to convene these partners, provide the right environment for 
serendipitous collisions and amplify the inspiring endeavors in your city.

That’s why every week at the Thursday Gathering, we connect creators, 
entrepreneurs, investors, coworkers, students and visionaries to build 
strong, inclusive, equitable innovation ecosystems in cities throughout 
the world. 



MONTHLY THEME*

TG

Specific innovation or industry topic defined for the each event

Event building blocks - what can happen in the evening:

Program aimed at bridging the gap between creators and business

The main point of each gathering is facilitated modern networking supported 
by Venture Cafe's Ambassadors. (+ free beer, wine, and soft drinks)

An interactive debate about trends of the future with 4-6 top experts with an 
active participation of the audience

Interviews with VIP guests open for participation

Organizations presenting ideas, concepts, news

Companies presenting products, solutions, technologies

Meetings with experienced entrepreneurs, investors, and service professionals; 
anyone can book a 30-minute, one-on-one session with our experts

Program designed to introduce to key topics for local innovation community 
or principles to help build, launch, and scale successful businesses

Interactive elements that spark conversation

*Monthly themes are chosen by each Café and consider local interests, industries and the UNSDGs

THURSDAY GATHERING FRAMEWORK

EVENT’S THEME

CONVERSATIONS

ROUNDTABLE 

FIRESIDE TALKS

INFO TABLE

DEMO TABLE

OFFICE HOURS

WORKSHOPS

ART FACTOR

ACTIVATIONS



VENTURE CAFÉ COMMUNITY CREDO

Make yourself at home

Be welcoming and friendly . . . and help 
keep the place tidy.

Be inclusive

The community thrives because we 
welcome participants without regard to 
color, gender, religion, age, sexual 
orientation, gender identity or gender 
expression, or disability.

Be interested

Learn about other guests’ projects, 
explore new perspectives, consider the 
absurd. Ask yourself how can I help?

Connect responsibly

We are not a bar, this is not a happy 
hour. If you think it is, you are in the 
wrong place.

No hard sales!

Innovation is about top level thinking, 
not bottom line outcomes. Focus on 
building relationships that will last.

Have fun!

Challenge yourself to think outside of 
your norms and grow. Be willing to 
provide constructive feedback and 
share your ideas.



94K+ Venturers
550K+ Venturers since 
2010

TOP INDUSTRIES

23% Startup
16% Corporate

VISITS AGES

BACKGROUND GENDER

2020 GLOBAL METRICS

HIGHLIGHTS

● Launched the 
Innovation Bridge 
program increasing 
connections between 
cities, over 14 Bridges 
convened ecosystems 
across 5 continents

● Gender parity 
continued to improve 
towards 50/50 goal, 
attendance by women 
increased from 35% in 
2019 to 45.2% in 2020

TOP ROLES

TOP BUSINESS STAGES

1. Communications
2. Software
3. Education
4. Wellness
5. Science and Technology

28% Concept
27% Growth



BENEFITS
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  BRAND

Brand Longevity
Rome wasn’t built in a day, and 
neither is a strong brand. Venture 
Café has been building awareness 
and creating impact for over ten 
years. 

Globally Recognized
Each Venture Café welcomes 
international delegations each year. 
Our brand extends past the cities we 
currently serve as we partner with 
innovation ecosystems across the 
globe.

Brand Assets
Venture Café has created a robust 
portfolio of brand assets. Our brand 
guidelines and templates will help 
you tell the right story, right from the 
start.

Brand Equity
Venture Café has been recognized by 
the Brookings Institute, GEN Startup 
Genome report and the Global 
Institute on Innovation Districts as a 
best practice for activating innovation 
ecosystems.

Thought Leadership
VCGI is focused on growing the brand. 
We source and participate in global 
thought leadership opportunities for 
the network. 



GLOBAL NETWORK

WE ARE GROWING A GLOBAL NETWORK DRIVEN BY A SHARED PURPOSE



  OUT OF THE BOX SOLUTION

Shared systems and services
We’ve spent over a decade perfecting 
the art of curating a weekly 
innovation event while building 
community. Our organizational 
management systems will help you 
focus on creating serendipitous 
collisions while easing operations.

Training and onboarding
Our training and onboarding program 
will help you get off the blocks at full 
speed. You’ll crosstrain with existing 
Venture Café sites and we’ll help you 
build a successful program using our 
systems, services, credo and culture. 

Fundraising
Opt in to global sponsorship 
programs and grant applications.

Expansion
We are growing our network, which 
means you are too! More Venture 
Cafés means more deep connections 
to innovation ecosystems across the 
globe.

Programs
The Thursday Gathering convenes 
hundreds of innovators weekly, but it 
doesn’t end there. We offer equity 
driven innovation programs, 
Innovation Bridges, soft landing 
programs and many more.

Knowledge sharing
Receive ongoing support from the 
Venture Café network and participate 
in ongoing team building and 
training through our annual Global 
Gathering as well as global and 
regional meetings that connect and 
inspire local teams throughout the 
year.



MILESTONES
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MILESTONES

PRE-LAUNCH PHASE (6 Months)  ASSESSMENT PHASE (2 Months)  

Expansion 
Process 
Begins

Launch

Delegation Visit
7 Months to Launch

City Assessment
Visit
7 Months to Launch

Thursday 
Gathering
Launch
Launch Day

Delegation and City Visit 
Planning
8 Months to Launch

Assessment 
Report 
Delivered
7 Months to Launch

3 Year’s Funds and Space 
Committed
6 Months to Launch

Director Hired
3 Months to Launch

Team Hired
2 Months to Launch

Advisory Board
Formed
5 Months to Launch

Sign Membership 
Agreement
6 Months to Launch



WE’RE BUILDING A GLOBAL MOVEMENT TO 
CHANGE THE WORLD THROUGH INNOVATION.

WILL YOU JOIN US?



QUESTIONS?
Kristen
Plymale
Global Expansion Lead
CIC Venture Café Global
Institute

kristen@venturecafeglobal.org
+1 (512) 350-0281



THANK YOU 


